RIGHT TO FOOD WORKSHOP SERIES
#R2F
FOR YOUNGER LEARNERS

LEARNING OBJECTIVES
Participants will learn about the concept of human rights, doing a deep-dive on
the 'right to food.' Participants will critically explore what the right to food looks
like and means for them, their families, and their communities.

WORKSHOP
LENGTH
Approximately 1.5-2
hours. Workshop
activities may also be
split up into sections
over the course of a few
sessions.
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RECIPE
Depending on how your
space is equipped, you
can include a cooking
activity in this workshop.
Check out the R2F
recipes in supporting
documents for options.

Workshop updated
Sept. 2022. If you
require this
information in an
accessible format,
please contact
jade@foodshare.net.
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KEY REMINDERS
BEGIN WITH A LAND
ACKNOWLEDGMENT

CONSIDER EQUITY
AND ACCESS

FoodShare acknowledges that the sacred land
in which we operate is situated upon the
traditional territories of the Wendat,
Haudenosaunee (Ho-den-oh-sho-nee), the
Anishinabeg (Ah-nish-in-nah-beg), and the
Mississaugas of the Credit. This territory is
covered by the Dish With One Spoon Wampum
Belt Covenant, an agreement between the
Anishinabeg and Haudenosaunee allied nations
to peaceably share and care for the lands
around the Great Lakes. FoodShare recognizes
the many Nations of Indigenous People, who
presently live on this land, those who have spent
time here and the ancestors who have hunted
and gathered on this land known as Turtle Island.

Brainstorm ways in which
you can avoid
marginalization due to
participants’ race,
ethnicity, sex, body/body
size, age, physical or mental
ability, culture, ancestry,
language, religious beliefs,
sexual orientation, gender
identity, socioeconomic
background or due to
stereotypes. How can you
make space for all learners?
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KEY TERMS
Human rights - The most basic rights and freedoms that belong to every human
being, regardless of who they are, where they come from, or what they look like.
Dignity – A person's right to be valued, to be respected, and to be treated
ethically by others.
Equitable – When something is equitable, it means it everyone is being treated
fairly and justly.
Access – When we talk about access here, we're talking specifically about access
to resources like healthcare (going to the doctor), shelter (having somewhere
safe to live), education (going to school), food (getting to eat the things we
want), and so on. Different communities have different levels of access to these
resources, which makes it easier or harder for them to get to and use them.
UN Convention on the Rights of the Child – Document accepted by the UN in 1989
that sets out the civil, political, economic, social, health and cultural rights of
children.
UN Declaration of Human Rights – Document accepted by the UN in 1948 that
establishes a common set of principles for the rights of people across the world.
Right to food – The UN Declaration of Human Rights recognizes the right to food
as a basic human right, meaning everyone should be able to access the food they
need to survive and thrive.
Food access - How able we are to get to, purchase, grow, and eat the food we
want to. For example, how far do we have to travel to get to the grocery store?
Or, do we have green space nearby that we can use for growing vegetables?
Culture –Culture is the way that people live, reflecting the communities we are a
part of and the countries we come from. Food, clothing, language, and holidays
are all a part of culture
Culturally reflective foods - Safe and nutritious foods that meet the diverse tastes
and needs of different cultural communities.
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LET'S TALK ABOUT RIGHTS (15 MINUTES)
This session's focus is on the right to food – to be able to have a meaningful
discussion about what the right to food looks like, though, it’s important that we
all understand what human rights are. Begin your discussion by asking participans
this question: What exactly is a right?
Depending on your group’s learning preferences, use one (or more!) of the
following resources to get the conversation started.
What are Children’s Rights? A short video introduction to the Convention on
the Rights of the Child. Includes an animated segment explaining each of the
rights included in the UN Convention.
I Have the Right to Be a Child: Picture book following a young narrator who
describes what it means to be a child with rights. If you can’t access a hardcopy of the book, there are video read-throughs available online.
UN Convention on the Rights of the Child: Illustrated version of the Convention
on the Rights of the Child, explained in young learner-friendly language.
While exploring these resources together, encourage your group to brainstorm
what their human rights are. Prompt questions might include:
What do we need to live with dignity?
What things make us happy and comfortable?
Why are these rights important to us?
What happens when we don’t have access to these things?
Use this introductory discussion to lead into the following activities.
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THE TREE OF HUMAN RIGHTS
(20 MINUTES)

Adapted from the Human Rights
Resource Centre

After engaging your group in a conversation exploring what human rights are, use
this activity to visually represent learners’ ideas and responses.
For this activity, you’ll need a large piece of chart paper and some colorful
markers.
In the center of the sheet, draw the outline of a large tree with bare branches.
Explain to learners that you are going to draw the tree of human rights
together.
Prompt: We’re going to tend to this tree together, helping it grow strong and
lush. Each leaf and fruit our tree grows will represent a different one of the
human rights we’ve discussed.
Encourage learners to reflect on your introductory conversation, having them
add their ideas to the tree as you guide them through the activity. You can
refer to the illustrated version of the Convention on the Rights of the Child to
help with the brainstorm.
With each human right added to the tree, have the participant write down
the name of the right and draw their favorite fruit next to it. Ensure that
each participant in the group has a chance to add their favorite fruit to the
tree.
If you have extra time, encourage participants to color and decorate the
tree together. Be creative with it!
Be sure to include the right to food on your group’s tree! This is an important
part of setting up the following activities.
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MAPPING OUT OUR FOOD DREAMS (30 MINUTES)
Use your group’s illustrated tree of human rights to move into the following
activity, which focuses discussion specifically on the right to food.
For this activity, you’ll need a couple more pieces of chart paper and some
colorful markers.
Place some more pieces of blank chart paper around the paper with your
illustrated tree.
Prompt: Now that we’ve planted this tree of human rights and helped it grow
tall and sturdy, it’s time to build a strong neighborhood around it!
One of the keys to a thriving community is making sure that everyone living
there has their basic human rights met.
We’re going to focus on one specific human right (one special fruit on our
tree!) today to imagine what our neighborhoods could look like if we were
guaranteed that right: the right to food!
Explain to learners that you’ll be designing a community around the tree you’ve
planted and tended to together. Encourage them to reflect on what their
neighborhood would look like if we all had our right to food met. Have them
illustrate their ideas on the chart paper around the tree.
Prompt questions might include:
Where would you get your food from?
What kinds of foods would be available?
Where would you eat?
What would your meals at home look like? What about at school?
Could you grow your own food? Where?
Encourage learners to draw grocery stores, restaurants, farms, gardens,
etc., as well as themselves and their loved ones cooking, eating, growing,
buying, and sharing food!
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MAPPING OUT OUR FOOD DREAMS (30 MINUTES)
Once your neighborhood is full and vibrant, debrief with your group. Prompt
learners to reflect on the different ideas they added to the drawing.
Ask: What are the main things we need in our communities to have our right to
food met? What does the right to food mean to you?
As you summarize learners’ ideas, integrate the following talking points into your
conversation:
Everyone should have equitable access to food.
We should be able to eat the food we want to eat, when we want to eat it.
Having power over our own food choices is important.
Food should be affordable, and people should have money in their pockets to
buy the food they want to.
We should be able to get food from our diverse cultural backgrounds in our
neighborhoods.
The ways we get our food should be joyful and dignified – it should never feel
shameful or embarrassing accessing food.
Add-on activity option: Community asset mapping
If you’re looking for an additional activity here to deep-dive, a community map
can be a great way to visualize access to a range of food-related resources.
Use our Community Asset Mapping worksheet (available in supporting
documents) to guide your group in making colourful and detailed maps of the
neighbourhood your school or organization is located in – outlining things like
supermarkets, restaurants, stores, community gardens and food banks. We would
also recommend adding additional things to your maps, like TTC routes, parks,
greenspace, etc. that shape our relationship to food in our communities.
Compare and contrast the community asset map and the dream neighbourhood
map – What do the two maps have in common? What is different about them?
What needs to change to make our asset map more like the dream map?
In the mood for sharing? Community asset maps make our hearts sing - please
share them with us if you feel so inclined. See the "Take Action" section on page 9
for more details on how to share.
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LET'S 'RIGHT' SOME POEMS! (25 MINUTES)
Finish up with a creative activity to summarize learning from the session. Use the
summary talking points from the previous activity to guide learners through this
one.
For this activity, learners will need the acrostic poem worksheet (found in
supporting documents), blank paper and writing tools. Optionally, you might
provide the group with additional supplies (magazines, stickers, markers, etc.) to
decorate their sheets for display afterwards. .
Prompt: Now that we’ve explored what the right to food is, let’s write some
poems about it!
Look back to your human rights tree where everyone’s favourite fruit is
growing.
We’re going to write acrostic poems using the names of our favorite fruit
that we drew. We’ll use each of the letters in the name of our chosen fruit to
write a word or sentence about what the right to food means to us.
Provide the option for participants to pick a different favourite food to
write about (it doesn’t have to be a fruit!) if they so choose.
Use the acrostic poem example worksheet to guide participants through
the activity.
Once your group has finished their poems, invite learners to read their poems for
the group. You might also create a space in your classroom to display their work.
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TAKE ACTION! (5 MINUTES)
At the end of the session, encourage your group to take action!
Take a photo of the artwork you’ve created together and your poetry and share it
with the FoodShare Right to Food team via email – takeaction@foodshare.net or
through social media: tag us directly @FoodShareTO and use the hashtag
#FoodCharterForAll. We'll be collecting folks' submissions to share with the City
of Toronto to shape a new Food Charter!
Learn more about how you can support FoodShare’s Right to Food campaign
here.
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CONCLUSION AND CONSOLIDATION
End the session with a quick group debrief. You can either do this as a large
group (popcorn style) or in smaller teams (with reporting back).
Ask participants to list the three most important or interesting things they
learned during the session, and then invite them to share this with the group.
Review responses as a large group, adding in any key take-home messages
from below that might have been left out:
Human rights are the most basic rights and freedoms that belong to every
human being, regardless of who they are, where they come from, or what
they look like.
The right to food is one of the basic human rights that everyone is
guaranteed.
The right to food isn't just about giving food to people, it's about making
sure that:
all communities have equitable and fair access to food;
everyone has power to choose what they want to eat;
food is affordable;
and, the food available reflects our unique cultures and communities.
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RESOURCES

What is a Human Right? UNHR
An introduction to the concept of human rights, and the United Nations framework
to promote and protect human rights.
Learning Human Rights in Primary School, Amnesty International
Resource for educators with hands-on learning activities around human rights.
12 Children's Picture Books about Human Rights Issues, Institute for Humane
Education
List of books about human rights for kids grade K-6.
Dream Big: The Right to Food, FoodShare Toronto
Video exploring people's food dreams and understandings of the right to food.
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